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Chapter 7 Post Tensioned Concrete Girders
This book reports on a comprehensive analytical, experimental and numerical study on the flexural response of post-tensioned masonry walls
under in-plane loads. It explores an important mechanism in this new generation of structural walls, called “Self-centering”. This mechanism
can reduce residual drifts and structural damage during earthquake ground motion, and is particularly favorable for structures which are
designed for immediate occupancy performance levels. The book reports on the development and verification of a finite element model of
post-tensioned masonry walls. It describes a detailed parametric study to predict the strength of post-tensioned masonry walls. New design
methodologies and expressions are developed to predict the flexural strength and force-displacement response of post-tensioned masonry.
Experimental study is carried out to better understand the behavior of post-tensioned masonry walls and also to evaluate the accuracy of the
proposed design procedure and expressions. The book also includes an introduction to current research on unbounded post-tensioned
masonry walls, together with an extensive analysis of previously published test results.
Methods and practices for constructing sophisticated prestressedconcrete structures. Construction of Prestressed Concrete Structures,
Second Edition,provides the engineer or construction contractor with a completeguide to the design and construction of modern, highqualityconcrete structures. This highly practicable new edition of Ben C.Gerwick's classic guide is expanded and almost entirely rewrittento
reflect the dramatic developments in materials and techniquesthat have occurred over the past two decades. The first of the book's two
sections deals with materials andtechniques for prestressed concrete, including the latest recipesfor high-strength and durable concrete
mixes, new reinforcingmaterials and their placement patterns, modern prestressingsystems, and special techniques such as lightweight
concrete andcomposite construction. The second section covers application tobuildings; bridges; pilings; and marine structures,
includingoffshore platforms, floating structures, tanks, and containments.Special subjects such as cracking and corrosion, repair
andstrengthening of existing structures, and construction in remoteareas are presented in the final chapters. For engineers and construction
contractors involved in any type ofprestressed concrete construction, this book enables the effectiveimplementation of advanced structural
concepts and their economicaland reliable translation into practice.
Prestressed Concrete provides a comprehensive coverage of the theoretical and practical aspects of the subject and includes the latest
developments in the field of prestressed concrete construction. It incorporates the latest Indian Standard specifications and codes regulating
prestressed concrete construction. The book introduces the properties of the materials and prestressing systems used in the PSC
construction. Topics discussed on analysis of PSC sections for flexure, deflection, shear and torsion. In addition to this, analysis and design
of various prestress concrete elements such as continuous beams, composite sections, one way slabs, two way slabs, flat slabs, grid floors,
compression members, tension members, pipes, piles and tanks are discussed. Analysis and design of various PSC structures such as
bridges, sleepers, pavements and poles are also covered. Construction techniques are well illustrated through numerous figures and a
number of illustrative examples. Objective questions illustrated are quite useful for those appearing for competative examinations. The
content of this book serve the needs of both students and professionals.
This book gives information on non destructive techniques for assessment of concrete structures. It synthesizes the best of international
knowledge about what techniques can be used for assessing material properties (strength) and structural properties (geometry, defects...). It
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describes how the techniques can be used so as to answer a series of usual questions, highlighting their capabilities and limits, and providing
advices for a better use of techniques. It also focuses on possible combinations of techniques so as to improve the assessment. It is based
on many illustrative examples and give in each case references to standards and guidelines.
Providing both an introduction to basic concepts and an in-depth treatment of the most up-to-date methods for the design and analysis of
concrete of structures, "Design of Prestressed Concrete" will service the needs of both students and professional engineers.
This book was written with a dual purpose, as a reference book for practicing engineers and as a textbook for students of prestressed
concrete. It represents the fifth generation of books on this subject written by its author. Significant additions and revisions have been made in
this edition. Chapters 2 and 3 contain new material intended to assist the engineer in understanding factors affecting the time-dependent
properties of the reinforcement and concrete used in prestressing concrete, as well as to facilitate the evaluation of their effects on prestress
loss and deflection. Flexural strength, shear strength, and bond of prestressed concrete members were treated in a single chapter in the of
flexural strength has third edition. Now, in the fourth edition, the treatment been expanded, with more emphasis on strain compatibility, and
placed in Chapter 5 which is devoted to this subject alone. Chapter 6 of this edition, on flexural-shear strength, torsional strength, and bond of
prestressed reinforce ment, was expanded to include discussions of Compression Field Theory and torsion that were not treated in the earlier
editions. In similar fashion, expanded discussions of loss of prestress, deflection, and partial prestressing now are presented separately, in
Chapter 7. Minor additions and revisions have been made to the material contained in the remaining chapters with the exception of xv xvi I
PREFACE Chapter 17. This chapter, which is devoted to construction considerations, has important new material on constructibility and
tolerances as related to prestressed concrete.
The design of structures in general, and prestressed concrete structures in particular, requires considerably more information than is
contained in building codes. A sound understanding of structural behaviour at all stages of loading is essential. This textbook presents a
detailed description and explanation of the behaviour of prestressed concrete members and structures both at service loads and at ultimate
loads and, in doing so, provide a comprehensive and up-to-date guide to structural design. Much of the text is based on first principles and
relies only on the principles of mechanics and the properties of concrete and steel, with numerous worked examples. However, where the
design requirements are code specific, this book refers to the provisions of Eurocode 2: Design of Concrete Structures and, where possible,
the notation is the same as in Eurocode 2. A parallel volume is written to the Australian Standard for Concrete Structures AS3600-2009. The
text runs from an introduction to the fundamentals to in-depth treatments of more advanced topics in modern prestressed concrete structures.
It suits senior undergraduate and graduate students and also practising engineers who want comprehensive introduction to the design of
prestressed concrete structures. It retains the clear and concise explanations and the easy-to-read style of the first edition, but the content
has been extensively re-organised and considerably expanded and updated. New chapters cover design procedures, actions and loads;
prestressing systems and construction requirements; connections and detailing; and design concepts for prestressed concrete bridges. The
topic of serviceability is developed extensively throughout. All the authors have been researching and teaching the behaviour and design of
prestressed concrete structures for over thirty-five years and the proposed new edition of the book reflects this wealth of experience. The
work has also gained much from Professor Gilbert active and long-time involvement in the development of standards for concrete buildings
and concrete bridges.
These volumes contain the edited documents presented at the NATO-Sponsored Advanced Research Workshop (ARW) on Partial
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Pre8tre88ing, from Theory to Practice, held at the CEBTP Research Centre of Saint-Remy-Ies-Chevreuse, France, June 18-22, 1984. The
workshop was a direct extension of the International Symposium on Nonlinearity and Continuity in Pre8tre88ed Concrete, organized by the
editor at the University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Canada, July 4-6, 1983. The organization of the NATO-ARW on Partial Prestressing was
prompted by the need to explain and reduce the wide dirrerences of expert oph:iipn· on the subject, which make more difficult the accep
tance of partial prestressing by the profession at large. Specifically, the workshop attempted to: - produce a more unified picture of partial
presetressing, by con fronting and, where possible, reconciling some conflicting American and European views on this subject; - bring
theoretical advances on partial prestressing within the grasp of engineering practice; - provide the required background for developing some
guidelines on the use of partial prestressing, in agreement with existing structural concrete standards. The five themes selected for the
workshop agenda were: (1) Problems of Partially Prestressed Concrete (PPC). (2) Partially Prestressed Concrete Members: Static Loading.
(3) PPC Members: Repeated and Dynamic Loadings. (4) Continuity in Partially Prestressed Concrete. (5) Practice of Partial Prestressing.
Structural and Stress Analysis, Fourth Edition, provides readers with a comprehensive introduction to all types of structural and stress
analysis. Starting with an explanation of the basic principles of statics, the book then covers normal and shear force, bending moments, and
torsion. Building on the success of prior editions, this update features new material on structural dynamics and fatigue, along with additional
discussions of Eurocode compliance in the design of beams. With worked examples, practice problems, and extensive illustrations, it is an allin-one resource for students and professionals interested in learning structural analysis. Presents a comprehensive overview of structural and
stress analysis Includes numerous worked examples and end-of-chapter problems Extensively illustrated to help visualize concepts Contains
a greater focus on digital trends in structural engineering, including newer computer analysis methods and how to check output of such
methods to avoid ‘black-box’ engineering Contains additional worked examples on plastic analysis of frames, bending moment distribution
and displacement evaluations on collapse mechanics Introduces content on statics to ensure that students know the basic concepts and can
understand the equilibrium principles that govern all structures as well as the principles of the mechanisms involved in computer-based
calculations.
The third edition of this authoritative handbook provides the structural designer with comprehensive guidance on prestressed concrete and its
effective use, covering materials, behaviour, analysis and design of prestressed elements. It includes numerous examples, design charts and
details of post-tensioning systems.
This book is intended to guide practicing structural engineers familiar with ear lier ACI building codes into more profitable routine designs with
the ACI 1995 Building Code (ACI 318-95). Each new ACI Building Code expresses the latest knowledge of reinforced concrete in legal
language for safe design application. Beginning in 1956 with the introduction of ultimate strength design, each new code offered better uti
lization of high-strength reinforcement and the compressive strength of the con crete itself. Each new code thus permitted more economy as
to construction material, but achieved it through more detailed and complicated design calcula tions. In addition to competition requiring
independent structural engineers to follow the latest code for economy, it created a professional obligation to fol low the latest code for
accepted levels of structural safety. The increasing complexity of codes has encouraged the use of computers for design and has stimulated
the development of computer-based handbooks. Before computer software can be successfully used in the structural design of buildings,
preliminary sizes of structural elements must be established from handbook tables, estimates, or experienced first guesses for input into the
com puter.
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Concrete Floors still form one of the most common structural elements in construction today. However, floors are responsible for more user
complaints than any other building element. A floor must be designed around a user's needs, whether industrial or domestic but it also must
comply with the correct standards such as floor flatness and structural strength. This book points the way to good practice by providing an
introductory guide to the design and construction of concrete floors. Aimed at designers, civil and structural engineers, contractors and
engineering and architectural consultants, this new edition brings the reader up to date with the latest developments and principles of floor
design. * Demonstrates how to successfully design and build concrete floors by drawing from a wide range of global experience *Based on
US, British and European construction standards *Updated to include the latest developments in floor design and construction
Reinforced concrete structures are one of the major structural types and must adhere to design regulation codes. It is ideal to find the best
design (section dimension, material type, and amount of reinforcement) with the minimum cost providing the design constraints (design
formulation considering loading of structure). Metaheuristic methods inspired by natural phenomena can consider design constraints by
combining the analyses of formulation of reinforced concrete structures with an iterative numerical algorithm using several convergence
options of random generation of candidate design solutions. Metaheuristic Approaches for Optimum Design of Reinforced Concrete
Structures: Emerging Research and Opportunities is a pivotal reference source that focuses on several metaheuristic algorithms and the
design of several types of structural members. Additionally, retrofit applications and seismic design issues are considered for readers in
earthquake zones. Highlighting a wide range of topics including algorithms, design variables, and retrofit design, this book is ideally designed
for architects, engineers, urban designers, government officials, policymakers, researchers, academicians, and students.
This manual contains updated information on the current practices in the use, design, and construction of post- tensioning. The 6th Edition
has been extensively rewritten and expanded from the 5th Edition. The Manual contains 12 new chapters that give design guidance on
modern applications of post-tensioning. All of the original chapters have been totally revised and modified to reflect the current industry
practices. New topics include Seismic Design, Post-Tensioned Concrete Floors, Parking Structures, Slab-on-Ground, Bridges, Stay Cables,
Storage Structures, Barrier Cables, Dynamic and Fatigue, Durability, Inspection and Maintenance, and Field and Plant Certification. The
Manual provides the industry standard for design and construction of post-tensioned structures. This book is an invaluable resource for
practicing engineers, architects, students, educators, contractors, inspectors, and building officials. The 6th Edition of the Post-Tensioning
Manual provides basic information and the essential principles of post-tensioning.
This book details the theory and applications of finite element (FE) modeling of post-tensioned (PT) concrete structures, and provides the
updated MATLAB code (as of 2019). The challenge of modeling PT prestressed concrete structures lies in the treatment of the interface
between the concrete and prestressing tendons. Using MATLAB, this study develops an innovative nonlinear FE formulation which
incorporates contact techniques and engineering elements to considerably reduce the need of computational power. This FE formulation has
the ability to simulate different PT frame systems with fully bonded, fully unbonded or partially bonded tendons, as well as actual sliding
behavior and frictional effects in the tendons. It also allows for the accurate simulation of anchor seating loss.
The fifth edition of Understanding Structures remains the most accessible introduction to structural engineering for undergraduate students of
civil engineering, building, surveying and architecture. It introduces you to structural analysis, materials and design, illustrating each stage
with a wealth of examples, so that you can understand the real-life applications of your knowledge. Understanding Structures - Features a
wealth of high quality illustrations and diagrams - Includes end-of-chapter summaries and exercises to reinforce and test your knowledge Page 4/8
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Uses an enhanced student-friendly page layout The fifth edition is fully up to date with the Eurocodes, and is an ideal introductory text for
students of engineering and construction wanting to understand structural analysis, materials and design. Solutions to the end of chapter
questions are available on the book's companion website at www.palgrave.com/engineering/seward
"This classic manual on structural steelwork design was first published in 1955, since when it has sold many tens of thousands of copies
worldwide. For the seventh edition all chapters have been comprehensively reviewed, revised to ensure they reflect current approaches and
best practice, and brought in to compliance with EN 1993: Design of Steel Structures. The Steel Designers' Manual continues to provide, in
one volume, the essential knowledge for the design of conventional steelwork. Key Features: Fully revised to comply with the new
EUROCODE standards Packed full of tables, analytical design information and worked examples Contributors number leading academics,
consulting engineers and fabricators 'A must for anyone involved in steel design' - Journal of Constructional Steel Research"-Concrete structures must be designed not only to be safe against failure but also to perform satisfactorily in use. This book is written for
practising engineers and students, and focuses on design methods for checking deflections and cracking which can affect the serviceability of
reinforced and prestressed concrete structures. The authors present accurate and easy-to-apply methods of analysing immediate and longterm stresses and deformations. These methods allow designers to account for variations of concrete properties from project to project and
from country to country, making the book universally applicable. Comprehensively updated, this third edition of Concrete Structures also
includes four new chapters covering such topics as: non-linear analysis of plane frames, design for serviceability of prestressed concrete,
serviceability of members reinforced with fibre polymer bars, and the analysis of time-dependent internal forces with linear computer
programs that are routinely used by structural designers. A website accompanies the book, featuring three design calculation programs
related to stresses in cracked sections, creep coefficients and time-dependent analysis. The book contains numerous examples, some of
which are worked out in the SI units and others in the Imperial units. The input data and the main results are given in both SI and Imperial
units. The book is not tied to any specific code, although the latest American and European codes of practice are covered in the appendices.
This book is suited for a first course in pre-stressed concrete design offered to senior undergraduate students in civil engineering and
postgraduate students in structural engineering. The book focuses on the behaviour of the pre-stressed concrete structural elements.
Carefully-chosen worked examples are included to delineate the design aspects while relevant chapter-end questions enable effortless
recapitulation of the subject. The content, while being useful to both the students and teachers, will also serve as an invaluable reference for
engineers.
Prestressed concrete is widely used in the construction industry in buildings, bridges, and other structures. The new edition of this book
provides up-to-date guidance on the detailed design of prestressed concrete structures according to the provisions of the latest preliminary
version of Eurocode 2: Design of Concrete Structures, DD ENV 1992-1-1: 1992. The emphasis throughout is on design - the problem of
providing a structure to fulfil a given purpose - but fundamental concepts are also described in detail. All major topics are dealt with, including
prestressed flat slabs, an important and growing application in the design of buildings. The text is illustrated throughout with worked examples
and problems for further study. Examples are given of computer spreadsheets for typical design calculations. Prestressed Concrete Design
will be a valuable guide to practising engineers, students and research workers.
Ordinary concrete is strong in compression but weak in tension. Even reinforced concrete, where steel bars are used to take up the tension
that the concrete cannot resist, is prone to cracking and corrosion under low loads. Prestressed concrete is highly resistant to stress, and is
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used as a building material for bridges, tanks, shell roofs, floors, buildings, containment vessels for nuclear power plants and offshore oil
platforms. With a wide range of benefits such as crack control, low rates of corrosion, thinner slabs, fewer joints and increased span length;
prestressed concrete is a stronger, safer, more economical and more sustainable building material. The introduction of the Eurocodes has
necessitated a new approach to the design of prestressed concrete structures and this book provides a comprehensive practical guide for
professionals through each stage of the design process. Each chapter focuses on a specific aspect of design Fully consistent with Eurocode
2, and the associated parts of Eurocodes 1 and 8 Examples of challenges often encountered in professional practice worked through in full
Detailed coverage of post-tensioned structures Extensive coverage of design of flat slabs using the finite element method Examples of pretensioned and post-tensioned bridge design An introduction to earthquake resistant design using EC 8 Examining the design of whole
structures as well as the design of sections through many fully worked numerical examples which allow the reader to follow each step of the
design calculations, this book will be of great interest to practising engineers who need to become more familiar with the use of the
Eurocodes for the design of prestressed concrete structures. It will also be of value to university students with an interest in the practical
design of whole structures.
In the last two decades, the rapid deterioration of bridge structures has become a serious technical and economical problem in many
countries, including highly developed ones. Therefore, bridge rehabilitation has also become a very essential factor (sometimes even a
decisive one) in contemporary bridge engineering. The book covers in synthetic form nearly all the most important problems concerning
bridge rehabilitation, such as bridge superstructure and substructure, the typical damage observed in bridges as well as the assessment and
evaluation techniques of their technical condition. The book is intended mainly for postgraduate university students. Therefore, all the
problems are mostly presented in their physical, chemical and technical as well as economical aspects. The relevant requirements are
treated as objective ones, i.e. irrespective of the rules, standards, regulations or guidelines particular to any country. This approach to the
subject gives the book a more general character and therefore makes it a useful text for most civil engineering courses./a
Segmental concrete bridges have become one of the main options for major transportation projects world-wide. They offer expedited
construction with minimal traffic disruption, lower life cycle costs, appealing aesthetics and adaptability to a curved roadway alignment. The
literature is focused on construction, so this fills the need for a design-oriented book for less experienced bridge engineers and for senior
university students. It presents comprehensive theory, design and key construction methods, with a simple design example based on the
AASHTO LRFD Design Specifications for each of the main bridge types. It outlines design techniques and relationships between analytical
methods, specifications, theory, design, construction and practice. It combines mathematics and engineering mechanics with the authors’
design and teaching experience.
Post-tensioning is the most versatile form of pre-stressing, a technique which enables engineers to make the most effective use of the
material properties of concrete, and so to design structural elements which are strong, slender and efficient. Design in post-tensioned
concrete is not difficult and, if done properly, can contribute significantly to the economy and the aesthetic qualities of a building. Posttensioned floors have found widespread use in office buildings and car park structures, and are also frequently employed in warehouses and
public buildings. However, in spite of this, most prestressed concrete texts devote comparatively little attention to floors, concentrating instead
on beam elements. This book answers the need for a comprehensive treatment of post-tensioned floor design.
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The sixth edition of this comprehensive monograph on Prestressed Concrete is updated to meet the basic requirements of
undergraduate and postgraduate students of Civil, Structural and Highway Engineering streams and practising structural
engineers. The book incorporates the latest specifcations of the revised Indian, British and American codes, with emphasis on the
limit state concepts universally adopted in the design of prestressed concrete structures. The design concepts, construction and
rehabilitation techniques are well illustrated through numerous worked out examples, figures and case histories of actual
structures.
The design of structures in general, and prestressed concrete structures in particular, requires considerably more information than
is contained in building codes. A sound understanding of structural behaviour at all stages of loading is essential. This textbook
presents a detailed description and explanation of the behaviour of prestressed concret
The book combines history with academic notes for use at the university level, presenting design examples from actual jobs with
applications and detailing for the practicing engineer. Chapter 1 tells the history of post-tensioned concrete as only Ken Bondy can
tell it. Chapters 2-8 are the notes Dirk Bondy uses to teach Design of Prestressed Concrete Structures at UCLA and Cal Poly-San
Luis Obispo. Chapters 9-13 are design examples that address many of the decisions faced by practicing engineers on typical
projects. Chapters 13-14 cover the art of detailing and observing the construction of post-tensioned concrete. This knowledge was
obtained over many years of working on our own projects and listening and learning from the the pioneers of post-tensioned
concrete. Chapter 15 covers the slab on grade industry, which represents more sales of post-tensioning tendons than all other
post-tensioning applications combined. Chapter 16 discusses the challenging application of post-tensioning–external posttensioning.
The NCEES SE Exam is Open Book - You Will Want to Bring This Book Into the Exam. Alan Williams' PE Structural Reference
Manual Tenth Edition (STRM10) offers a complete review for the NCEES 16-hour Structural Engineering (SE) exam. This book is
part of a comprehensive learning management system designed to help you pass the PE Structural exam the first time. PE
Structural Reference Manual Tenth Edition (STRM10) features include: Covers all exam topics and provides a comprehensive
review of structural analysis and design methods New content covering design of slender and shear walls Covers all up-to-date
codes for the October 2021 Exams Exam-adopted codes and standards are frequently referenced, and solving methods—including
strength design for timber and masonry—are thoroughly explained 270 example problems Strengthen your problem-solving skills by
working the 52 end-of-book practice problems Each problem’s complete solution lets you check your own solving approach Both
ASD and LRFD/SD solutions and explanations are provided for masonry problems, allowing you to familiarize yourself with
different problem solving methods. Topics Covered: Bridges Foundations and Retaining Structures Lateral Forces (Wind and
Seismic) Prestressed Concrete Reinforced Concrete Reinforced Masonry Structural Steel Timber Referenced Codes and
Standards - Updated to October 2021 Exam Specifications: AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (AASHTO) Building
Code Requirements and Specification for Masonry Structures (TMS 402/602) Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete
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(ACI 318) International Building Code (IBC) Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures (ASCE 7) National Design
Specification for Wood Construction ASD/LRFD and National Design Specification Supplement, Design Values for Wood
Construction (NDS) North American Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members (AISI) PCI Design
Handbook: Precast and Prestressed Concrete (PCI) Seismic Design Manual (AISC 327) Special Design Provisions for Wind and
Seismic with Commentary (SDPWS) Steel Construction Manual (AISC 325)
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